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ABSTRACT
This thesis is entitled Transitivity Analysis on Barack Obama Victory Speech. It has one objectives: it is aimed at finding the types of transitivity cover the process, participant and circumstances found in Barack Obama Victory Speech.

In analyzing the data, the researcher used the framework proposed by David Butt. Et.al. While the steps in analyzing the data are as follows: reading Barack Obama Victory speech transcript, segmenting the sentences into clauses, identifying the clauses, classifying the clauses into types of process, participant and circumstances and describing each process, participant, and circumstances. Based on the table of the finding, it can be concluded that relational process has the most dominant process found in Barack Obama victory Speech. This number has dominated with 88 divided into attributive with 51 and identifying is 37. Then it is followed by material process with 20 numbers. Meanwhile, verbal and behavioral processes have the same number with 5. The least number of the process found in the data is mental process with only 1 found in the data of Barack Obama victory speech.
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